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a hundred times that " a way must be found," but at the critical 1911
moment discovered either that discretion was the better part of A^se 6S
valour or that their majority had slipped from them.    But in
January 1911, it was clear at last that something must happen.  The
Peers had invited a struggle a outrance when, departing at length
from favourable ground,  they had challenged the right of the
Commons to be masters of Supply;   the Commons having twice
submitted their case to the country and obtained decisive verdicts
were bound to act, or acknowledge themselves to be the inferior
branch of the Legislature.
In the one speech which he made during the election,1 Lord
Rosebery had said—and for once the words could be used without
exaggeration—that the eyes of the civilised world were fixed on
Great Britain. The other nations were, he thought, " astonished
to see Britannia, in her old age, casting away her helmet and dancing
a breakdown to the tipsy tune played to her by her Government,
apparently prepared to revise at ten days' notice the Constitution
of eight hundred years." Lord Rosebery had perhaps forgotten
that at the very beginning of his career—as far back as 1884—he
had pressed for revision, and that as Prime Minister sixteen years
earlier he had declared it to be essential. Indeed, even while he
was speaking he was pledged to schemes which, in the name of
refotm, must have made havoc of the eight hundred years old
Constitution. But assuredly he was right in speaking of the issue
as momentous. Whether in the hands of its Liberal opponents or its
Conservative friends the old House of Lords was dissolving like a
dream. The former were proposing to limit its powers, the latter to
destroy its hereditary privileges and take the full plunge into pure
democracy by substituting the plebiscite for its control, Small
wonder that black despair descended on the die-hard as he looked
helplessly for a refuge between professing friends and open enemies.
Behind all the turmoil of electioneering and the din of mob oratoiy
it was only too evident that democracy was on the march.
The King opened Parliament in person on 6th February, and the
Parliament Bill was introduced in the House of Commons on
22nd February, and carried through all its stages by the second week
of May, The familiar arguments were repeated to the forgone
conclusion and the sole object of interest was; what would happen
in another place. The Opposition, which governed the conduct of
the Peers, had now to decide whether to resist or submit, and, if
to resist, in what way, and up to what point. Its leaders, Mr» Balfour
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